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Abstract

    The human shoulder joint is constrained by the plural number of

muscles and ligaments which surround ball joint, and is driven by the

balance of those forces. It is thought that the construction of human

shoulder could realize the motion with 3 degrees of freedom as ajoint of

compact size and light weight in comparison with industrial robot arm

which was composed of usual pin joints. Therefore, the authors thought

that the new joint mechanism of the robot arm with 3 degrees of freedom

in compact size and light weight should be realized in ball joint mecha-

nism driven by wires. In the new joint mechanism, anatomical skeltal

structure and muscle arrangement were introduced. The movability of

the new mechanism was evaluated by the moment arm produced by
wires. And, to improve the deficiency of moment arm, in some flexion-

extension and rotation, the corresponding wire position was adjusted on

the basis of the evaluation of the moment arm. Thus, the effective

movability was ascertained in scheduled movable area on 6 wire's model.

Though inverse kinematics should be solved when the new shoulderjoint

is driven as a robot arm, in this paper this was solved by making it learn

on the inverse kinematics in artificial neural network (ANN). To

improve ANN learning inverse kinematics of the mechanism precisely,

the receptive layer was incorporated in ANN. The joint was properly

driven by Iearned ANN, and the capability as a joint mechanism was

demonstrated.

Keywords: Bionic design, Biomimetics, Shoulder joint, Neural net-
           work, Robot arm

1. Introduction

The humanshoulder joint is composed of a scapula, a clavicle, a humeral and a body
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Fig. 1 An old physical model of shoulderjoint mechanism called `Shoul-
      der Organ' by Mollier(1899). This model can be driven by
      pressing the keyboard which is linked to joint by wires corre-
      sponding to contracting musclesi).

trunk, and is called upper girdle. It is said that a shoulder is thejoint whose range of motion

is the largest in the human joint. The various analyses of the shoulderjoint mechanism have

been conducted. One of old example is the physical model `Shoulder Organ' made by Mollier
in 1899 shown in Fig. 1. As for the shoulder joint, research is advanced as the application for

the surgi.cal operation of shoulder joint reconstruction and design index of the artificialjoint

from especially clinical and medical viewpoint. The FEM modelingi) and modeling by
mathematical formula2) have been studied together with the analysis of anatomy3).

    The human shoulder upper limb has 7 degrees of freedom (Shoulder:3, elbow:2, hand
: 2). A ball joint exists between the scapula and humeral, and the movement of 3 degrees of

freedom is realized by the system driven with the plural muscles which surround it. This
structure succeeds in managing a upper limb to work as a light weight by putting degrees of

freedom of upper limb together. And, a joint part itself is compact because major several

muscles group for the drive is extended from the body trunk. These advantages are the
requirement to realize high adaptability toward the various work, and the research of this
shoulder joint mechanism can be applied to not only the clinical application but also the

application to the robot arm mechanism.
    The authors think that the compact structure in light weight is necessary for the human

care robot used at a scene to coexist with the person in comparison with the usual robot for

the industry. As for other groups as well, the development studies of the robot which kept
these properties have been carried out`)5)6).

    In the general industrial robot arm, multiple degrees of freedom are acquired by putting

pin joints and linear slide mechanism together. On the other hand, a human joint part is
compact because ajoint is composed of the curved surfaces which permit multiple degrees of
freedom in a single joint driven by the muscles.

    Most of researches on the analysis of the shoulder joint mechanism are related to a
balance of the force about the specific posture and the specific planar movement. Therefore,

the model that can be applied for a robot arm shoulder joint of large range of motion and 3

degrees of freedom has not yet been developed.
    The authors paid attention to the fact that human shoulder joint has the mechanism that

realizes the smooth motion of 3 degrees of freedom in compact size and light weight by the
ball joint. The aim of this study is the development of thejoint mechanism of the robot arm
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in which wires drive the ball joint. The construction of the muscles and the bones in the

anatomical structure was modeled as a joint mechanism of the robot arm, and the experimen-
tal machine which could work as a joint mechanism was made and evaluated with the actual
driving test. A temporary coordinate in consideration of the problem (CODMAN'S PARA-
DOX - about the coordinate problem when 3 degrees of freedom motion was made in a single
joint) was defined, and the learning of geometrical inverse kinematics in the artificial neural

network (ANN) was conducted to drive it as a robot arm. The experimental result on
sufficient movability of new joint mechanism as a robot arm is shown.

    2. The development of the shoulder joint based on human shoulder mechanism

2.1 The construction of the anatomieal human shoulder mechanism

    A human shoulder joint is a part of endoskelton, and it is composed of three bones, plural

muscles and ligaments7). The typical muslculo-skeltal construction of a shoulder joint is

shown in Fig. 2. A frame is driven by a balance of the forces by synergistic and antagonistic

actions of those muscle groups. For some muscles such as the Pectoralis major and Deltoid
which have large width and thickness, the local part of muscles can act separately.

2.2 The construction of thejoint mechanism of the robot arm

    A living body has redundancy about the number of the muscle. Therefore before
composing a joint mechanism of the robot arm based on the anatomical construction,
important muscles should be chosen from those muscles group, which is replaced by the
corresponding wire. The existing modeling for the usual clinical use is mainly applicable for

the specified position and movement and not appropriate for this study. The basic idea in this

study is that 6 wires are necessary to drive a ball joint in 3 degrees of freedom, because 2

wires are required to drive a pin joint of a degree of freedom. Therefore, 6 wires model was

developed in this study, although 6 wires are not always arranged in single antagonistic
position. That is, Supraspinatus, Teres minor, Lattisimus dorsi, Anterior Deltoid, Subs-

                     (!)supraspinatus @AnteriOrD&itsOuidraspinatus

                                                      CIavlcle
                       /                   Sc pul 5Sub capularis
                                                      Scapuia
                 @TereS III;:aOtrissimusHd)Sol;r;Tsgrus Hu1/(erus@ ctor iismajor

       @Latissimus dorsi

@Anterior Deltoid

    Humerus

@Pectoralis major

@Teres minor

CDSupraspinatus

  Scapula
@Subscapularis

Clavicle

Fig.2 Musculo-skeletal model of the human glenohumeraljoint7). (The Physi-
      ology of the Joints, L.A.Kapanji, 1982)
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capularis, Pectoralis major were selected as important muscles. Wire arrangement in six
wires model is shown in Fig. 3.

2.3 Configuration of the range of motion

   A human shoulder joint extends the range of motion due to the sliding motion between
the scapula and the body trunk area in addition to the relative movement between the scapula

and the humeral. Before composing such a robot arm joint mechanism as a human shoulder
joint, the evaluation region of movement was set up in 1/8 of the sphere, i.e., the range from

O to 90 deg for frontal flexion, O to 90 deg for sagital flexion and O to 90 deg for horizontal

flexion, which is the main rnovement area of the ball joint in the human body (Fig. 4). And,

a rotation range around the axis of the arm was confined within 90 deg. A Neutral position

was defined as the location where the arm was aligned in the gravity direction.

2.4 The experimental construction of the robot arm joint mechanism

   The schematic figure of the experimental joint mechanism of a robot arm is shown in
Fig. 5. The diagram of the control is shown in Fig. 6, and the photograph is shown in Fig.

7. The experimental machine is composed of a joint part, pulleys for the wire movement
measurement, a guide plane for the arm angle detection, a three dimensional position sensor

for the arm trajectory capturing, motors for the wire drive and a computer for the control.

A rotator ball (a humeral bone head) is a true sphere of the acrylic resin and its diameter

is 50mm. A concave cuff (scapula acetabular side) was made from polyacetal, and it was

prepared as a concave sphere of 51mm in diameter. The circular opening of cuff has
diameter of 45mm. The moving part of arm is a part equivalent to the humeral bone in
human body, and is the acrylic plastic bar of 165mm in length and 15mm in diameter. The
position of the bar was shifted as 7.5mm from the center of the ball. Interference between

the cuff and the arm bar was prevented by this arrangement at the Neutral posture. As for
the arm mass, a movable part is 172g. A flexible stainless steel wire of O.42mm in diameter
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  Fig.6 The diagram of control instruments.

was used for the wire as a repiacement of muscle.

detection was attached. The pulley is driven by

And, the posture of the arm and
dimensional positioning sensor (Polhemus

and O.1 deg at the rate of 120Hz to measure the

measurement precision about the magnetic sensor.

                           3.

I
tl

aftpa

                                           Fig.7 Photograph of the experimental
                                                 lnstruments.

                                           The wires arranged in the surroundings
of the ball joint are pulled through the pulleys in which a measurement vessel for wire travel

                                          a pulse motor. The voltage signal from
potentiometer for wire travel detection is sent to the control computer by an AD converter.

                               corresponding angle are measured using the three-
                                     Incorporated, 3 Space FASTRAK) in which
modulation in the signals based on electromagnetic was estimated at the precision of O.lmm

                                           trajectory of the moving part. It was
ascertained in advance that a circumferential metallic parts and motors did not influence the

Movement evaluation

3.1 Movementevaluationbasedon

   The effective movement of the

the moment arm

joint mechanism was evaluated by the momentarm
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length which was assigned on the ball joint part by the wire as a driving element. First, each

wire movement Si (i=1-6) was measured when ajoint mechanism was manually moved by
the arm. The measured data were made to fit the polynomial on the order of sixth. The
polynomial regression was analytically differentiated in the flexed angle 0j to give the
instantaneous moment arm, i.e. the slope of the excursion vs joint angle relationship was
calculated (Fig. 8). And these data were turned further to the dimensionless value divided

by the radius of the ball joint head. In other words, when the dimensionless moment arm
length is 1, a wire has the moment arm length of the equivalent length to the radius of the

rotator ball. For evaluation of the moment arm, the load of O.73 N was applied to each wire.

The dimensionless moment arm length and the wire travel in Sagital flexion is shown in Fig.
9. In this movement, @Anterior Deltoid and @Lattisimus dorsi are acting on the master of

the moment arm, and these two wires express an antagonistic to the dimensionless moment
arm length in the whole area in the graph, Anterior Deltoid having the value of about 1 and

Lattisimus dorsi having -1. It is said about Pectoralis major that the moment arm is effective

for the flexion motion at less than about 35 deg and for extension motion at larger than 35

deg in Sagital flexion movement in the living human body. As for this experimental machine
as well, the same result is shown by @Pectoralis major in Fig. 9. In another way of saying,

the wire corresponding to a Pectoralis major works to enhance a moment arm to restore to
the former position as the position leave apart from the position of 35 deg. When the
dimensionless moment arm grows up more than the value of 1, a wire does not enwind itself
around the ball of the joint part, but passes in the straight line-shaped.

3.2 Rearrangementofwireposition

   The muscles of the living body has thickness and distribution, but the number of the wire

is restricted as 6 in this experimental model of the joint mechanism. As for the early
arrangement of the wire, there are the ranges in which the moment arm is too less for
effective motion. Therefore, the rearrangement of wire position was required. So, when a
moment arm length to the specific movement in the early arrangement of the wire was too
small, a wire adhesion position and a passage hole were adjusted from the original position
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to the proper position at which a moment arm length has been fully secured,

moment arm was evaluated.
path of the movement at which it is the most hard to drive.

the passage hole of the wire as Lattisimus dorsi was adjusted.

attached to the body trunk in human body, in
on the surface of the joint. A moment arm was ensured in
as shown in Frontal flexion (pre.) in Fig.11(a). But, when Horizontal flexion

done,

                                                          and then a new
                   A moment arm evaluation was done along the circumferential
                                            Figure 10 is an example in which
                                                Because Lattisimus dorsi is
                                  an early model a passage hole was arranged
                                             both flexion and extension side
                                                          (Fig.11(b)) was
a moment arm iength which acts as the extension moment arm in the area beyond 35
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deg became less than O.5. In this case, even if it can be fully flexed, an arm can not be
returned to the inceptive position as for extension movement. Though Posterior Deltoid is

in charge of this movement in human body, this is not equipped with six wires model in
limitation of the wire 'number. So the passage hole of Lattisimus dorsi was moved in the
outward direction as shown in Fig.10. Thus, a moment arm for extension was improved to
the value shown further in Fig.11(b'). Because @Lattisimus dorsi was used on this model for

Frontal flexion as well, its moment arm length for extension was lower than Fig.11(a) in the

area of 30 deg and less than O.5. But, the sum of the moment arm is secured because a @

Pectoraris major is acting on this movement at the same time, too.

3.3 EvaluationofRotation

    Every wire is concerned with the drive of 3 degrees of freedom of arm movement.
Therefore, the moment arms for other motions of 2 degrees of freedom were decreased at the

same time when the moment arm of a certain specific movement is improved. So it is
required to distribute the moment arm of each wire appropriately to each movement by
recursive improving processes of 6 wires model. Rotation in this model depends mainly on
antagonistic work with (l)Teres minor and @Subscapularis so that two muscles which
correspond with these are arranged in the position to wrap symmetrically around the humeral

head in human body. A moment arm about the rotation should become the largest in the
middle position. And, wires about the flexion were arranged so that a moment arm might
be kept as effective when the arm moves along circumference of movement area. The
changes in the dimensionless moment arm length of the rotation movement about the arm
axis at 4 position indicated in Fig. 4 (the four e marks) are shown in Fig.12. The largest
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moment arm is ensured about the spinnation and pronation at the Middle position as required

in designed concept. Though the moment arm at other 3 points decreased from the Middle
position, each moment arm length beyond O.5 was secured in the rotation range beyond 90
deg.

3.4 The joint mechanism in the final 6 wires model

    It was judged in this paper that the movability of the arm was effective if the sum of the

moment arm length as a dimension-less value was secured beyond O.5 in the whole area of the

arm movement territory shown in Fig. 4. The summarized data for the effective index about
the 6 wires are shown in Table 1 for flexion-extension of the arm in each movement of Fig.

4 and pronation-spination on each position. "@" shows a moment arm length of a dimension-
less value beyond O.75 in the whole area of the movement territory, "O" indicates more than

O.5 in a part of the movement area. "A" is involved with the moment arm length of O.5 and
less than O.5 in the specific movement area "-" means that a wire is loosen in almost all
ranges. For all flexion-extension and rotation, it is noticed that there are two "@" or one

"@" and more than two "O". It is understood that a moment arm is appropriately distributed

in the whole movement from the table.
   Position from the center of the ball is shown about the wire attaching position and the

passage hole at the Frontal flexion 21 deg posture in Fig.13. A sign "A" is the passage hole

position of Lattisimus dorsi in the early model stated in the paragraph 3.2. The details
related to each wire are described in the following.

OSupraspinatus
   The action of the Middle Deltoid in human body is included in Supraspinatus for Frontal

flexion. Because the attached position of this wire was arranged to the outward face of the

ball, it is in charge of the spination motion as well in this arrangement by wrapping itself

around the ball in Sagital 90 deg position.

(IDTeres minor

   The muscle equivalent to this wire is attached to the humeral head, and wraps itself
around this in human body. This mechanism is arranged in the same way, and it is in charge

of the pronation motion. This wire is related to rotation by arranging it symmetrically about

@Subscapularis and antagonized. Because the other origin of the Teres minor muscle is
attached to the scapula, a wire passage hole Was arranged on the edge of the carrier side of

the ball.

@Lattisimus dorsi
   Though one end was the back of the body trunk in human body, a passage hole was
arranged to the position where it was put off in the outward for Sagital extension. Only this

wire was largely relocated from the arrangement "A" point of the human body as described

Table 1 Effective index of the wire and its relationship in each motion.

Frontal Sagital Horizontal Middle Neutral Fronta190 Sagita190

flex. ext. flex. ext. flex. ext. pron. spin. pron. spin. pron. spin. pron. spin.

(DSupraspinatus @ m A - m - A - - - o - @ -
@Teresminor - - L - - o - @ L @ - @ - @
@Latissimusdorsi - o - @ - o - - - L - - -
@AnteriorDeltoid o - @ - O - - - - - " A - -
@Subscapularis A th m - - - @ - @ - @ - o -
@Pectoralismajor - @ A o @ - - - - m - rm - rm

x.,
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       Fig.13 Projective figures of thejoint, the wire origin and the wire passing hole.

in paragraph 3.2. An adhesion position on the arm side was fixed on a bar in the same way
as the human body, and the dimension-Iess moment arm beyond 1 is gained.
@Anterior Deltoid
   The muscle goes along the ball part of the frontal humeral head surface from the top of
the forearm in human body. As to this mechanism, the wire goes along the spherical surface

from the top of joint department to the frontal bar surface.

@Subscapuralis
   This wire is in charge of the spination motion about rotation, and it antagonizes with @

Teres minor wire.
@Pectoralis major
   Though one end has extent to the body trunk chest and attached to the human body, the
wire was arranged in the passage route to the center of the extent of the muscle. A wire
adhesion position was arranged on the bar part of the model in the same way as the human
body.

   A wire produces a moment arm on the joint part with wrapping itself around the ball so

that the path becomes the shortest distance on a sphere in this mechanism. The wire moves
on the sphericai surface with causing a sliding during driving of this mechanism. Contact to

the ball does not almost happen in the whole movement area with the wires @Lattisimus
dorsi and @Pectoralis major which extend to the body trunk in the human body, and these
wires are rectilinearly strained from the attached position to the passage hole. The wires of

@Anterior Deltoid and @Subscapularis almost always touch each other, and the passage hole

of Anterior Deltoid was arranged apart from the carrier part of the ball so that this wire is

located at upper zone of the other.

4. The drive of thejoint mechanism

4.1 The solution of the geometrical inverse kinematics

   A study of the inverse kinematics becomes necessary when the joint is driven actually as

a robot arm. A human motion is controlled by the neural network of the brain, and it is said

that those part are learned as skill base in the cerebellum which is called the cerebellum

perceptron theory. ,The geometrical inverse kinematics about the amount of posture-wire
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               Fig.15 Neural Network learning data couple vs output data.

relationship of the arm was learned in ANN, and the robot arm was driven by using this

method in this paper.
    The ANN to be included into the control system must learn the geometrical composition

in the high precision, and interpolate the set of data. When ANN learns this functional
relationship, the learning process should prevent ANN from arising over-learning to maintain

acceptable repeatability. So the Receptive Layer was composed as pre-process of the input
value in front of Input Layer (Fig.14). Both the improvement of the pattern recognition by

the binary input and compatiblility with the continuity of the analog input became possible

by this. As for the distribution of the input value into Input Layer, the input value 0 was

normalized first. For assigning it to the Input Layer described

      (JUI,''',Xm,''',Xt,Ut+1,''',JUn) (1)
the corresponding input position with 0 was chosen by using the formula

        N t-1

where the value to the Input Layer was determined by

       xt = (n - 1) (x"'t+i - 0)      {                           (:4u', < 0 < Ju"",.i)
       Xt+i == (n - 1) (0 - xA',)
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Usual feed forward type ANN was used for learning.
    Data on the posture-wire relationship for learning were acquired from experimental
machine, and the steepest decent method which make the difference vector from training
error vector minimize was utilized to modify the inter-connective weight factor of ANN.
Two input data on Spherical surface position information and a rotation angle in a temporary

coordinate system to be stated in the next paragraph were used as an input value of ANN.
ANN training was arranged to learn the gathering data of wire travel in moving the arm
under the condition that a motor was separated from the wire system. Some parts of the
learned output values and training data which are gathered from the experimental machine
are shown in Fig.15. Learned data are appropriately precise within the range corresponding

to training data.

4.2 Treatment concerning the center of the rotation and coordinate system

    There is a limitation about the rotation range by each arm from the viewpoint of
mechanisrn. The rotation center point is different depending on each position, because an
arm end position changes as the position in a spherical surface in the area indicated with Fig.

4. When the angle system of usual yaw-pitch-roll is applied, the angle of roll should be
thought to transform itself in the center position in the mechanism.

   When a motion is done successively about spherical surface position, the conjunct
rotation called CODMAN'S PARADOX happens. This is the nature in which the arm has 3
degrees of freedom in single joint. So, considering a rotation center position, the temporary

coordinate system in which a calculation about the position and rotation was separated is
introduced.

   A polar region appears about coordinate, when the angle of yaw-pitch-roll is used about
the spherical surface position. On the occasion that the arm end is near a polar region, it

seems that the angle division for ANN training is too large about angle pitch from the
viewpoint of ANN system. As for the interfacing the binary data of Receptive Layer, it is
desirable to have the data of about 3 training data on the other hand. In such a case giving

uniform width for data set, ANN turns fine with the precision, the learning computation time,

the amount of teaching data, and the amount of memory as well. So, the calculation of a
coordinate system was converted into the temporary coordinate system once about spherical
surface position, and then ANN was managed to learn the training data about this coordinate

system.
   Establishing the coordinate system of the arm position, Anglel was made to have the
direction to Sagital 90 deg position like Fig.16 from the medial point between the Neutral and

Frontal 90 deg position in Fig. 4. Figure 16 shows the coordinate which was seen from
outside bottom to the center of the shoulder joint. In the same way the direction which went

to Frontal 90 deg from the medial point between Neutral and Sagital 90 deg position was set

up as angle2. The contour line which describes spherical surface position mesh was applied
with SLERP (Spherical Linear intERPolation), for the line which interpolates on the surface

of sphere. Learning of ANN is done efficiently because this coordinate system averages a
mesh on the spherical surface when this angle system is applied. An initial position was set

up on the intersection at which lines from each apex to a medial point on an opposed arc are

met on the spherical surface. The angles at middle position of the arm posture which is
indicated in Fig. 4 are Anglel=Angle2-35.2 deg on temporary coordinate system.
   A coordinate about rotation which correspond with Fig. 4 is shown in Fig.17. Shoulder
coordinate is translated in parallel with Frontal 90 deg. The positive x-axis rotation is done

inside at 30 deg in the movement while the arm end moves on the spherical surface from
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Fromtal 90 deg position to Sagital 90 deg. The positive x-axis rotation is done at 30 deg while

it is moved next on the arc from Sagital 90 deg to the Neutral position. In the same way the

positive x-axis rotation is done at 30 deg while it is moved from Neutral to Frontal 90 deg.

A x-axis always maintains the vertical direction against the spherical surface with Fig.17.

   CODMAN'S PARADOX is counteracted in this movement area by this resultant treat-
ment. And, the coordinate was furthermore translated about the coordinate to become the
mechanical center of the rotation range in the initial arm position of the former description.

This coordinate was used an actual reference coordinate system about rotation. The rotation

does not happen when the arm is moved from the initial position to the all radical direction

under this definition.

   Because a magnetic type 6 degrees of freedom position sensor was used, a rotation angle

is found in the experimental arm as follows. A coordinate on an arm in the world coordinate

is found at the formula:

     WTa-dash =W Trr Taa Ta-dash (4)
where WTr is the homogeneous transformation matrix from the position sensor, 'Ta is the
arm coordinate seen from the sensor one and aTa-dash is rotational transform matrix about
                                                             .positive x-axis which was set up at initial position. The arm end position SP is found from

the shoulder coordinate, the reference coordinate about this position is

     STa"ref=Trans(SP")Rot(if)Rot(0)Rot(ip) (5)
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With V :yaw, 0=:Pitch, Åë= roll from shoulder coordinate. Just in this case, the angle

     Åë,=- if/(rr/2)•(rr/6)

     Åë2==(Åëi-n/12)•(0/(z/2))•2 (6)
     Åë= Åë1+ ip2

are applied to formula (5) as the roll angle. The coordinate which could get it with (5) after

this was translated into the world coordinate system, and a rotation angle was found by
comparing this with (4).

5. Armdriveexperiment

5.1 Experimental method of the arm drive experiment

    A drive experiment was conducted in the actual machine to confirm a movability as the

joint mechanism. ANN learned geometrical inverse kinematics for the drive, and supplied
the wire displacement toward the target posture. As a geometrically restraint Parallel Link

Mechanism, in this joint mechanism a posture is decided by only the wire displacement.
   Wires are attached to the pulleys that are linked in the motor rotation. As for a motor

controlling, a rotation speed was proportionally controlled toward the error from target wire

displacement. Moreover, a acceleration was controlled in proportional toward target rota-
tion speed of motor only at the time of the forward acceleration, and trajectory following

control was done toward the amount of wire displacement. A control was made an open loop
about the wire displacement quantity control, so the mechanism of the ball joint part itself

was evaluated. The control related to the wire tension was not done in the experiment for

the mechanical evaluation. The trajectory where it was driven was acquired by the three-
dimensional position sensor installed at the position of 153mm from the center of the joint
ball.

5.2 Experimental result of arm drive

   The arm drive experiment was done by ANN which learned about 3 degrees of freedom
in temporary coordinate system. Two experimental results which gave it a circular trajec-
tory with period T=30 s and 10 s toward the spherical surface coordinate with keeping it in

rotation of O deg from the initial posture are shown in Fig.18 and Fig.19, respectively. A

drive was done with the open loop control about the arm itself. Because both tests showed
the same trajectory, it is considered that the deviation of the trajectory is due to a control

in which the elasticity of the wire was not considered. A rotation deviation was 1.48 deg at

the largest value.
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Fig.20 Sequence photographs of the task in which the powder scooped up with the spoon, and
      moved in another cup.

    This arm mechanism can move about 3 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the powder can
be scooped up with the spoon, and moved in another cup. The sequence photographs in this

task are shown in Fig.20.

6. Discussion

    It is shown in the experimental drive test for new robot arm based on human shoulder
mechanism that this arm could be controlled for the motion of 3 degrees of freedom by the

cooperative drive of wires. However, some errors occurred between an arm trajectory and
a target trajectory. It is considered that these are caused by the elasticity of the wires and

frictional force in this test where the arm was driven with the open loop. An arm should be

controlled with taking wire tension into consideration. The friction force of the joint surface

influenced an increase in the error greatly in this mechanism more than that it was expected

because the summed force of the tension force of six wires was applied to the ball joint part.

This high friction should be reduced by appropriate selection of the articulating materials of

the joint such as ultra high molecular weight polyethylene and alumina ceramics used for
artificialjoint. The wire system also has high friction and hysteresis because a wire is bent

sharply around passage hole. To solve this problem, it is necessary to study the flexible
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material which has high strength and low friction property for wire, tendon and pulley.
Though a smooth movement could be secured by repeating evaluation and re-arrangement,
it must be examined to select an optimization technique as for the wire number and the way

of arranging it. The prevention of the dislocation of the joint when the outer force was
applied becomes possible by arranging the wire that was equivalent to the ligament.

   It became possible that a wire passage position on the ball and sliding behavior were
grasped in the actual instrument in this study. A study of differential inverse kinematics is

introduced by making ANN which learned geometrical inverse kinematics having differen-
tial output. The improvement of precision in driving arm by the force control with feedback

is scheduled to be reported by the next paper.

7. Conclusion

   In this research on the basis of the fact that human shoulderjoint realized three degrees

of freedom in compact size with light weight it was tried to apply this structure as a newjoint

mechanism of the robot arm. So, the muscles and skeletal structure of the shoulder joint
were applied to the joint mechanism iri which wires drive the ball joint as a robot arm. The

moment arm length that each wire could act on the joint part as an evaluation parameter of

the test machine was measured, and a practical movability was ascertained by allocating
wire arrangement to the suitable position on six wires model. Moreover, the arm could be
smoothly driven by controlling the wire displacement with the application of solving geomet-

rical inverse kinematics by ANN, and the possibility as a new joint mechanism was proved.
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